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Links to Videos and Resources Shared During SARTAC Zoom Meetings
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- The recordings and resources
BUILDING STRONG COALITIONS PART 1

Putting All Minds Together
WHAT IS A COALITION?

• A group of people working on a common goal
• Coalitions can work on small problems or big problems
• Coalitions can stay together for a short time or long term
• Depends on the issue
WHY START A COALITION

Coalitions
• Bring groups together to work on a common goal
• Help groups share resources
• Make the community stronger

• Working together will make the coalition successful
REASONS TO FORM A COALITION

- Deal with a serious problem
- Empower the community
- Bring quality programs to the community
- Use limited resources
- Get people talking
RESOURCES

Resources for self advocacy groups can be found at www.selfadvocacyinfo.org
BREAKOUT SESSION
QUESTIONS

1. Do you know what a coalition is?
2. Has anyone participated in a coalition?
3. Why did you start a coalition?
4. Was the coalition effective?
   1. If it **was** effective, what did you do?
   2. If it **was not** effective, why?
5. What was the outcome of the coalition you were part of?
Find out more about the Self Advocacy Resources and Technical Assistance Center by visiting

www.selfadvocacyinfo.org